New Adventures in Learning
Computer Class Evaluation, Comments, and Suggestions

Class Name ____________________________ Class Number ________________

Presenter ________________________________

Help us continue to improve our program by completing the items below.

A. Circle your opinion.

Disappointing  Excellent

• Subject knowledge of the presenter  1  2  3  4  5
• Presentation skill of the presenter  1  2  3  4  5
• The class was what I expected, based on the Curriculum Guide description YES NO
• Pace of the class Too slow Just right Too fast
• Number of sessions Too many Just right Too few
• Level of class Too basic Just right Too advanced

B. If you wish to comment, complete these sentences:

• The best part of this class was __________________________________________
• I wish this presentation had included ______________________________________

C. Add any other comments you wish to make on this class or the program in general.

_____________________________________________________________________________

D. Recommendations for other classes and possible presenters (including yourself): ______

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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